
Thank you for your interest in the Growing Forward Scholarship, a unique opportunity presented by
Lindgren Farms to support and empower aspiring individuals pursuing a future in the agricultural
industry. This scholarship aims to assist passionate high school grade 12 graduates who are
committed to making a difference in agriculture, whether through a trade or university pathway.

Application Process:
To apply for the Growing Forward Scholarship, candidates are required to submit a 2-4 minute video
via email to jennifer@lindgrenfarms.com as well as a cover letter. 

In the video, applicants should express why they aspire to become an ambassador for agriculture.
Please include your name, age, future plans within the agricultural sector, and how you envision
contributing positively to the industry.

In the cover letter, please include your name, age, school, reason for applying and the program you
plan to pursue.

Eligibility Criteria:
To be eligible for the scholarship, candidates must be graduating high school or in grade 12 in one of
the eligible high schools, and committed to entering the agriculture industry either through a trade or
university program.

Key Details:
Deadline: The application deadline for the Growing Forward Scholarship is May 15th.
Scholarship Award: Lindgren Farms will award a $1000 scholarship to one deserving candidate
from Norquary, Sturgis, Preeceville, Kamsack and Canora

Selection Process:
The selection process will be based on the applicant's passion for agriculture, their vision for the
future, and their potential impact as an advocate for the industry. Scholarship recipients will be
chosen by Lindgren Farms based on the compelling nature of their video submissions.

Lindgren Farms' Growing Forward Scholarship seeks to support and encourage the next generation
of agricultural leaders. This initiative is a testament to our commitment to fostering innovation and
growth within the agricultural sector.

We eagerly await your video submissions and look forward to discovering the passionate individuals
who will become the future ambassadors of agriculture through the Growing Forward Scholarship.

Best of luck to all applicants in their educational and professional endeavours within the agricultural
industry. If you have any further queries, please don't hesitate to contact us at
.jennifer@lindgrenfarms.com.

Scholarship Information


